
Possessive Pronouns 
Task 1: Complete the sentences with the correct possessive pronoun. 

1. This is her book. It´s ________________. 

2. Those are our cars. They are ______________. 

3. Is this your pencil? Is it _______________. 

4. There is my dog. It´s _________________. 

5. I can see their cats. They are ____________. 

 

Task 2: Look at the sentences and underline the correct pronoun. 

1. Where´s Tom? This mobile phone is ringing. I think it´s   he´s  /   his. 

2. This is your exercise book and that is   my  /  mine. 

3. Look! There is Mona. She is a friend of mine  /  me. 

4. Listen! I can hear   theirs  / there  / their bus coming down the street. 

5. Mary went on holiday with some friends of   hers  / her /  she. 

 

Task 3: Fill in the correct possessive pronoun or possessive determiner. 

1. Ms. Hoover:  “Hello Tim, the red bike you had yesterday, is that ___________________?” 

Tim:  “No, that wasn´t _________________. _________________ bike is black. Tom gave me 

__________________ bike. It was __________________. 

2. Mona:  “My uncle and my aunt haven´t got a nice house. ______________ is really old.” 

Mary:  “Oh, _________________ is very new. We built it last year. ______________ windows are 

very big and ________________ room has got a nice colour.” 

3. Sara:  “Ms. Hoover, is that bag __________________?”  

Ms. Hoover: “No, that isn´t ____________________. Look, this is _______________ bag. That bag is Ms. 

Meyer´s. It must be ___________________.” 

4. Ms. Meyer: “Lisa and Sandra, are these _____________________ books?” 

Lisa:  “Yes, those are _________________ but Sara can´t find _________________.  

Sara:  “Ms. Meyer, I´m sorry but _____________ book is at home.” 

5. Sandra: “Can I help you with ________________ homework, Judy?” 

Judy:  “Yes, you can. You can give me ________________ and I copy it.” 



Possessive Pronouns 
Task 1: Complete the sentences with the correct possessive pronoun. 

1. This is her book. It´s ____hers_______. 

2. Those are our cars. They are ___ours________. 

3. Is this your pencil? Is it ___yours_______. 

4. There is my dog. It´s ___mine_________. 

5. I can see their cats. They are __theirs_____. 

 

Task 2: Look at the sentences and underline the correct pronoun. 

1. Where´s Tom? This mobile phone is ringing. I think it´s   he´s  /   his. 

2. This is your exercise book and that is   my  /  mine. 

3. Look! There is Mona. She is a friend of mine  /  me. 

4. Listen! I can hear   theirs  / there  / their   bus coming down the street. 

5. Mary went on holiday with some friends of   hers  / her /  she. 

 

Task 3: Fill in the correct possessive pronoun or possessive determiner. 

1. Ms. Hoover:  “Hello Tim, the red bike you had yesterday, is that ____yours________?” 

Tim:  “No, that wasn´t ____mine_________. _________My____ bike is black. Tom gave me 

______his________ bike. It was _____his___________. 

2. Mona:  “My uncle and my aunt haven´t got a nice house. ____Theirs_____ is really old.” 

Mary:  “Oh, _______ours_____ is very new. We built it last year. ____Our_____ windows are very 

big and ______my_______ room has got a nice colour.” 

3. Sara:  “Ms. Hoover, is that bag ___yours_________?”  

Ms. Hoover: “No, that isn´t ______mine____________. Look, this is _____my________ bag. That bag is 

Ms. Meyer´s. It must be _____hers___________.” 

4. Ms. Meyer: “Lisa and Sandra, are these ____your_____________ books?” 

Lisa:  “Yes, those are ____ours________ but Sara can´t find _______hers_________.  

Sara:  “Ms. Meyer, I´m sorry but __my_________ book is at home.” 

5. Sandra: “Can I help you with _____your________ homework, Judy?” 

Judy:  “Yes, you can. You can give me ___yours__________ and I copy it.” 


